Robbery at US Bank

On April 11th, at 1:40 PM Beaverton Police officers received a call of a bank robbery that had just occurred at the US Bank located inside the Albertsons Store at 8155 SW Hall Blvd. The suspect presented the teller with a note. The suspect then fled the bank after obtaining an undisclosed amount of money and was last seen running toward Greenway Park, east of the Albertsons Store. Officers and K9’s were unable to locate the suspect after a search of the park and the surrounding area.

The suspect is described as a Hispanic male adult 20 to 25 years of age, approximately 5’2” to 5’3” in height with a slender build. He was wearing dark jeans, dark heavy jacket, white athletic shoes with black tips; a black baseball cap with the Portland Trail Blazers emblem on the front, and the hologram tag still on top of the cap bill.

Anyone with information is asked to call the Beaverton Police Department at 503-629-0111.

##BPD##